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Awyong Cheng Deng Wang (2022)
How digitalization affect the corporate accounting 
labor market? 

 Does digitalization affect the demand for the number of 
accountants (financial specialists and financial clerks) 
and their digital skills?

 Whether digitalization and accountants’ digital skills 
independently or jointly affect financial reporting 
quality?



ACDW (2022): What They Find
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Digitalization does not substitute 
for financial specialists.



ACDW (2022): What They Find
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Digitalization
Better 

Financial 
Reporting 

QualityDigital skills of financial 
specialists complement 
digitalization to jointly 
improve financial 
reporting quality.



ACDW (2022)

 Timely and important 
questions

 Exploit rich job-post 
data

 Solid empirics

My Discussion:
1. Place the paper in the 

related literatures
2. Big picture comments
3. Sample & data: digitalization 

and accountants
4. Empirics

 Key takeaway: Investment in accountants’ human capital is 
an integral part of firms’ digitalization strategy.



ACDW (2022)

ACDW
(2022)

Accounting: 
Tech & Audit 
Labor Market

Labor Economics:
Tech & Labor Market

Other: 
• IT transformation and firm value/firm 

productivity (e.g., Brynjolfsson and Hitt
2000, Brynjolfsson et al. 2017; Chen and 
Srinivasan 2021)

• Auditor attributes and audit quality (e.g., 
Gul et al. 2013; Beck et al. 2018; Aobdia et 
al. 2019)

…



ACDW (2022)

ACDW
(2022)

Accounting: 
Tech & Audit 
Labor Market

Labor Economics:
Tech & Labor Market

Autor et al. (2003)
Autor et al.( 2008)
Acemoglu and Autor (2011)
Goos et al. (2014) 
Deming (2017)
Deming and Kahn (2018)
…



Autor, Levy and Murnane (2003): 
Computerization and Task Share

Nonroutine manual

Routine manual

Nonroutine interactive

Nonroutine analytic

Routine cognitive

• Forming/testing 
hypotheses

• Persuading/selling
• Managing others

• Record-keeping
• Calculation
• Repetitive customer 

service



https://willrobotstakemyjob.com/13-2011-accountants-and-auditors

https://willrobotstakemyjob.com/13-2011-accountants-and-auditors


ACDW (2022)

ACDW
(2022)

Accounting: 
Tech & Audit 
Labor Market

Labor Economics:
Tech & Labor Market

Law and Shen (2021)
Fedyk, Fedyk, Hodson, and Khimich (2021)
Ham, Hann, Rabier, Wang (2021)
Austin et al. (2020)
Cooper et al. (2020, 2021)
…



ACDW (2022)

Tech & Corporate AccountantsACDW
(2022)

Accounting: 
Tech & Audit 
Labor Market

Labor Economics:
Tech & Labor Market

 Corporate accountants vs. 
Auditors: Ex ante how are they 
different?

 Exploit the setting
 More heterogeneity in the level of 

digitalization and tasks/skills
 Shed light on the mixed evidence



Mechanism and Outcome

 Digitalization in the context of financial reporting
 From keynote: 

 Digitalization ≠ Correct insights 
 Other outcomes: higher quality, lower costs, better screening

 Other cross-sectional tests to shed light on mechanisms
 Types of technology and digital skills 

 Digitalization + Digital Skills = FRQ
 Cloud computing + virtual assistant = FRQ
 Types of digitalization and digital skills wrt FRQ

 One cross-sectional test: Uncertain 
accounting estimates
 Use amount of level 2 and level 3 fair value
 Non-financial firms: Mostly Level 1



#1 Sample & Data: 
Excluding Tech and Financial

~40%



#1 Sample & Data: Excluding Tech

 Follow Chen and Srinivasan (2020) and focus on non-
tech to mitigate measurement errors.

 How to define a tech firm?



#1 Sample & Data: Excluding Tech

 Tech: An opportunity
 Also need accountants
 But, already have the infrastructure
 Do they have a higher bar for digital skills for 

their accountants? And greater benefits?
 One place to differentiate from research on 

audit firms

 Follow Chen and Srinivasan (2020) and focus on non-
tech to mitigate measurement errors.

 How to define a tech firm?



#2 Sample & Data: Digitalization

Chen and Srinivasan (2020): ~26% for 2019

 Business 
description 
section of the 
10-K

 Who are the 
non-digital 
firms?



#3 Sample & Data: 
Accountants – FS & FC

 BG job post data: Advantages and limitations
 Demand ≠ Supply
 Skills required ≠ actual stock of skills
 Number of accountant job posts: turnovers
 SOC classifications



#3 Sample & Data: 
Accountants – FS & FC

 A non-trivial percentage of firms has 0 accounting 
job posts => by definition 0 digital skill requirement
 No demand for accountants or no turnover?
 E.g., Digitalization => Less financial clerks or low turnover?

 Robustness excluding the firms with 0 accounting 
posts



#3 Sample & Data: 
Accountants – FS & FC

 More descriptive stat:
 Distribution of the # of accountant job posts: substantial variation?

 Variation driven by the denominator
 Alternative scaler

 Measurement issues from turnover
 Industry turnover data from BLS by SOC

20 posts 
per firm

27 posts 
per firm



#3 Sample & Data: 
Accountants – FS & FC

 Some discussion on the 
rationale behind the 
inclusions/exclusions.

 Crosscheck with job titles 
to validate BG’s 6-digit 
SOC classification

 Are the results robust to 
including just 13-2010?



Comments on Empirics
 Correlations: Digitalization, Accountants, and Size…
 E.g., Are digitalized firms larger => more job posts => 

larger denominator for Accountants
 CEM helps, but useful to see different firm attributes

 Main regression on FRQ: 
 Main effects on digitalization and digital skills are positive.
 The interaction term is negative: complement?

 Endogeneity: digital skills is a function of 
digitalization

 Falsification test (for FRQ) using digital skills of FC 
or other skills



Other Comments
 Include some figures - plot some of the trends
 ERP not included in keywords
 Focuses on human capital wrt accountants’ digital 

skills. 
 Alternative dimension of human capital: Firms may recruit 

more (non-accountant) technology personnel and require 
them to have some financial skills. 

 Which type of human capital investment have a stronger 
complementarity effect?

 Timing: one year or longer to affect FRQ?



Conclusion
 Understanding how digitalization has affected the 

accounting labor market is important!
 Digitalization in the context of financial reporting
 Exploit the corporate accountant setting: 

 heterogeneity in industry (tech) and different tasks (SOCs)
 Measurement on digitalization and accountants (and 

their skills)
 Interesting paper!
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